Meta gives Facebook a push

As you can see in the image of the post, you have the option to configure your timeline agree with and has to do with individual users experiences.

Instagram continues to push "Notes"

Well, this is supposedly where notes on profiles will be.

Instagram Stories

The streaming platform has been giving the green light to use stories from the mobile app, with the aim of staying connected with your community while you're not live streaming.

YouTube Premium

By becoming a member of YouTube Premium, you will avoid all ads and be able to watch any video without interruption.

Ad blockers are one of the most common extensions to watch YouTube videos ad-free… until now.

Ad blockers are one of the most common extensions to watch YouTube videos ad-free… until now.

Meta is still working to improve its features and attract users. At this point, there isn't a lot left to add on Facebook, however...

I am not an active user of this feature, but thought it was worth noting...

The social network is working on boosting "Notes", a feature where users can share thoughts and updates, in the private messaging section.

"Notes" on profiles

So… ta-da, they brought them to profiles.

"Notes" and private messaging

We can assume this will have the same structure as notes in private messaging, where a bubble will appear next to the user's profile picture with their message.

Instagram Notes

So… ta-da, they brought them to profiles.

Instagram Stories

It may be past due to categorize this as "big news" however it has arrived, Twitch announces the incorporation of stories to the platform.

Those users who attempt to use a YouTube AdBlock will be blocked from watching the video.

Twitch affiliates or partners also have the option to include text and customize the color and background.

But hey, if it works, it's never too late.

As of now, the stories appear instead of 24 hours.

However, there is a big difference from other platforms:

Closely with your audience.
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